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BEFORE LONG a couple of

STATE TEACHERS COI,LEGE

Pud

Supreme Court justices are

Boing to be throwing their

'On Borrowed Time' May 20-21, 8 p. m.

They've al

ready pulled pea-shooters out
of their black robes and taken
a few stinging pot shots. It
all started during the Nuren
berg trials when Justice Jack
son intimated that Justice
Black was better fitted for
work in the courtyard than
in the courtroom. Justice
Black was quick to let the
�ublic know this country
would be well off if Jackson
did not bother to return.
But Justice Jackson is back,
and now the fued is brewing
in at close quarters. The
tal-to-portal pay decisions
ve have elicited Jackson's
lmdemnation of the Black
led faction which handed
down the majority report on
these decisions. Can't we per
•uade our revered justices to
put away their pea-shooters,
get back up on their bench,
and stop acting like a couple
of country lawyers at a
horse thief trial ?
IThe rightness of the law is
•portant, but the dignity of
the law is even more import
ant.
If decisions of our
tighest tribunal becomes am
lmnition for public argu
inents between justices, we
iannot expect the people to
pay full respect to the law.
Law in disrespect is worse
than no law at all. So for
the benefit of the nation, we
Jiiggest that Justices Jack
son and Black quell their
lrupting egos and confine
lersonal disputes to the back
room.
-by ACP

FINAL

JAMES

l)OROTHY HOY, junior vocal
sic major of
Humboldt,
�lected president of Phi Beta
5. She was treasurer of the

�rity

this year.

muwas
May
sor

l>orothy is a member of Cecili
band, A cappella choir, and
was in the cast of the comic op

a!),

Bartered Bride.
Anne Wright, Phi Beta corres
nding
secretary,
was
chosen

vice preident.
Anne transferred
the University of Arizona at
Ineson. At the U of A she was

horn

ltudent representative of Cochise
ball on the campus religious coun
cil. She belongs to Home Econom

was filled by J. William Fitz
gerald of Mattoon, who is al
so president
of
the Student

in duplicate

McQueen, Foote to
Tri Sig Convention
CATHERINE McQUEEN and Jahala Foote will represent the Al
pha

Psi

chapter at

the

national

Sigma Sigma Sigma convention in
Williamsburg, Virginia to be held
during the week of July 13-18.
Tri Sigma's

regular

triennial

plan of government was tempor
arily thrown off schedule by the
war, and this will be the first na
tional convention since 1939. The
convention site is appropriate as
it
is
near Farmville,
Virginia,
where the sorority was
founded
fifty years ago. In fact, the con
vention theme is "Going Home."
As president of the local chap
ter, Catherine McQueen of Robin
son, will automaticall y attend the
week-long assembly this summer.

As an additional delegate, the Psi's
are also sending Jahala Foote of
Charleston who will be a sopho
more next year.

Seniors Exhibit
Artistic Efforts
SENIOR

ART

majors

Wilma

Scharer, Betty Elliot, and Mar

of A cappella choir, band
and Cecilians. She had a support
ing part in Bartered Bride.
The new re.cording secretary is

Election Notice
ELECTION OF the two new
independent members for
the Student Council will be
held under the clock, Wed
esday, May 14, after chap
until 4. p. m.
Only stu
dent not affiliated with so
cial fraternities
or
sorori
ties are eligible for voting.

ln
�!

Council.
Richard Barth, also of Mat
toon, will handle the position
of recording
secretary,
and

Gene Cole and Ronnie Mingus

This week the display cabinefa
in the main hall
display expres
sions of Wilma Scharer's artistic
talent. Betty Elloit's work will bE:
on display next week, and Marion

llub.
lnother Robinson girl is Nellie
(Continued on page 8)

school

directs the distribution of school
Gindler
p I ays
funds.
activity
trumpet in the
band and is also
"first trumpet" in
the
German
band.
Vice-President's p o s i t i on

senior art exhibit.

lielen Jean Schuch,
math major
and English minor from Robinson.
l!elen Jean belongs to Math club,
is Pem Hall student council rep
•entative, a member of Newman

was

ternity meeting Monday night.
Jim, who hails from Highland,
finishes his freshman
year this
spring and holds the distinction of
being a straight "A" student. He
was
treasurer of the
fraternity
this year and is a member of the
college apportionment board which

aiiry this
•ember

ers'

year during elections held in fra

ion Fitzgibbons will exhibit choice

was corresponding secre
year. Ruth is a vocal mu
sic major and an English minor,

Gindler

�elections of their college art work
beginning May 12, in the annual

Fitzgimmon's
work
played the following

will be dis
week.

These exhibitions,
done
under
the direction of Eastern's Art fa�
ulty during the past four years,
will contain oils, tempra, pastels,
weaving, leather-craft and pottery.

Opposites Attracted
To Eastern Faculty
DR. CLIFTON W. White and Dr.
John D. Black of Anderson col
lege, Anderson, Indiana, have ac
cepted positions at Eastern.

Dr.White, formerly head of the
Anderson physical education de
partment, will hold the rank of as
sociate professor of physical edu
cation.Dr.Black will be an assist

ant in the zoology department.

Knott, Shores Give
Senior Recitals
MRS. BARBARA Ringo Knott and
Miss Carolyn Shores will present
their senior recital Monday in Old
Main

auditorium.

Mrs. Knott has selected songs of
Bartoch, Malatte,

Charles,

Rosa,

Monteverde, and Smetana.
Miss Shores will play music of
Bach,
MacDowell,
Brahms.

Griffes,

and

Barbara is a music major of
Charleston;
Carolyn, from Mat
ton, is minoring in music and so
cial science, majoring in English.

Charles
E.
Moore,
retiring
president, will assume the du
ties of
corresponding
secretary.
Hoosier
Iad,
Martin
A
Treadway, of Cuzco, Ind.
, will
direct the fraternity's finances
next year.
New "villain" of the Kappa
Sig's is Francis
Mayhall of
Neoga, who will be pledge

master next fall. Jerome Hirt
of Bradley
fame is the new
sergeant-at-arms.

The history
of Kappa Sigma
Kappa during the coming year will
be compiled by John D. Fitzgerald.
The new officers will take the
oath of office during the next reg
ular meeting. Charles E. Moore,
present president and key man in
securing Tau
chapter of Kappa
Sigma Kappa, will conduct the cer
emonies.

Stover Chosen President of
Illinois Academy of Science
DR. E. L. STOVER, head of the
Botany department of Eastern,
was elected president of the Illi
nois State Academy of Science at
the
Academy's
fortieth
annual
meeting at Bradley university on
Friday and Saturday, May 2 and 3.
Other
officers
elected
include
Thorne Devel, director of the State
Museum at Springfield, vice-presi
dent and librarian; Hurst H. Shoe
maker, U. of I.,
secretary;
Dr.
John Voss, Manual Training Hgh
School,
Peoria,
treasurer;
and
Dorothy E. Rose,
Illinois
State
Geological survey, editor.
Highlights of the meetings were
the showing of technicolor reels
of the Lower Souris Wildlife re
fuge in North Dakota and a con
Custav
A.
servation lecture by
Swanson, chief of the Wildlife Re
search division of the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife service.
Field trip!'
were held by
four
divisions o�

well as several papers on teacher
training and education in science.
Dr. Stover also holds member
ship in the Botanical Society of
America, Sigma Xi, Gamma Al
pha, and a fellowship in the Ohio
Academy of Science.
Students from Eastern fig
ured prominently in the sel'
tional reports before the Acad
emy. Charles Arzena present
ed a paper before the general
(Continued on page 8)

are

being

first curtain, at 8 p. m. Tuesday,
May 20.
performance
A second
will be given the following even
ing.
On Borrowed Time is a fantasy
by Paul Osborn, the story of a man
who makes a captive of death. The
Eastern presentation is guided by

Mr. George Ross, dramatic direc
tor, with Ruth Davis as company
manager and Don Hutton as stage
manager.
In one of the longest speak
ing roles ever written for one

so young will be Ronnie Min
gus, third-grade T r a i n i n g
School pupil, and Gene Cole,
fifth grade
pupil,
as Pud.
Each of these boys will play
the part one evening.
Julian Northrup will be played
bv Don Musselman, returning to
the Eastern stage after his ap
pearance last fall as Danny Baker
in Snafu. Don is a sophomore from
La Grange, majoring in English.
Nellie will be played by Naida
Rae Bush, senior from Loogootee,
and a speech major. Naida Rae
was seen on our stage last spring,
in Sheridan's School for Scandal.

"A boy" will be Robert Lanman,
fifth-grade Training School pupil.
John Paul of Charleston will
play the part of Mr. Brink,
who
is
death. John
is·
a
speech-English major,
in his
final year. He was company
manager for Snafu.
Marcia Giles
will be por
trayed by Dories Hefley, soph
omore from Raymond. She is

a speech major, played Eve
lyn in last summer's The Eve
in Evelyn.
Demetria Riffle is the role of
Dorothy Cooley, art major
from
Charleston,
a
junior,
�n�n
in
Snafu last fall as the school teach

er.
.John
Evey,
sophomore
from
Crystal Lake, will play Dr. Evans.
Jack is in pre-engineering, por
trayed Charles Surface in School
for Scandal.
New to our stage, Foster Mar
lowe will be seen as Mr. Pilbeam.
Foster is from
Mt.
Vernon, a
freshman in the field of art.
John Tolch, sophomore in the
general college course, from Sigel,
will play the part of Mr. Grimes.
This will be his first appearance

with Players' productions.
The part of the sheriff will be
done by Robert Richmond. Bob is
from Fillmore, is in his freshman
year of pre-law. This is his first
appearance in college dramatics.
The cast also includes a dog,
who will be called Betty.
The play will be given in
the aduditorium of the Health
Education building. Reserve
tickets are 75c, and may be se

Roderick to
Play Iris Prom
IF HER ladyship Madame Nature
is willing, the Men 's Union spon
sored all-school dance Friday will
be an iris prom. Cold weather, too
much rain-no iris.
President "Bernie" Waren and
his

committe

may

rack

theh

brains at the last minute to work
out a changed
theme,
but Bud
Roderick's
orchestra
of
Cham
paign will play from 9 to 12 in
Old Main auditorium.
An Eastern recreation ticket ad

geography.

A recognized authority on plant
research, Dr.Stover has published
many papers on this subject, as

spring production,

On
Play

cured now at the college or at
King's Book store, in Charles
ton.

Scientists'

the academy.
Dr. Stover has been an ac
tive member of the organiza
tion for
twenty-three
years
and served last year in
the
capacity of vice-president. He
is also chairman of
publica
tions
and
teacher
training
t'ommittees.
Other
Eastern
faculty members active in the
academy are Dr. H. E. Phipns,
who led this year's chemistry
section; Dr. Hiram F. Thut,
botany; Dr. O. L. Failsback,
physics: Dr.Charles S.Sooon
er. zoology; and Miss Ruby
Harris,

for

held this week, preparatory to the

elected president of Kappa Sig

ics club; this year she represents
Phi Beta on the student council.
ll'reasurer Ruth Longbons from

lJbion,

JIM"

ma Kappa for the coming

era

l>

"BIG

REHEARSALS'

Borrowed Time, Eastern

Kappa Sigs Elect
'Big Jim' Gindler

f

Hoy, Wright to Lead
Phi Beta Sisters

WEDNESDAY, MAY 14, 1947

Players to Present Paul Osborn Fantasy

bench at each other instead

of sitting on it.

CHARLESTON

E. L. Stover

president

mits one person and his or he1
date.
Chairman of the decoration com
mittee is Bob Mcintyre; publicity,
Ralph Everson;
orchestra,
Don
Griffin.
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What Is This Younger
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Reporter

FRANCIS PALMER, Adviser

THOUSANDS' OF times has this
conversation been head:
Father: "When I was a boy your
age, I did not do things like that!"
Son: "But, gee, Dad. Times are
different now!"

Truly, times are different now,
but are they worse than they have.
ever been before, as some people
contend?
We hear on every side, "The,;e
young people
modesty!"

have

no

sense

of

"Young people
today have no
sense of responsibility!"
"All they think about is danc
ing and dating!"
"It's scandalous the way young
people dress now-a-days!"
But is it?

How did our mothers
dress?
They wore corsets laced so tight
that fainting was common among
the young ladies. They wore shoes

GIRLS (BELIEVERS and non-believers), you have

carried

word of the main purpose of women's clothes for centur-.

ies, and regardless of words to the contrary that purpose is

to impress men. As men have a hard time recognizing a new
fashion when it is shown, one can quickly imagine the con
fusion created when fashion nomenclature is added to de
scribe (and influence) new dress creations. With each ad
vertisment there should be a little handy book or "word
helper." Must we be expected to know the meaning of sibi
lant moire and urban tailleur?
To begin with it would be impossible to describe the be
ginning of a soon-to-be item of the latest fashion (merely a
bit of cloth) or to recognize even a remote cloth connection
after the French label has been added. A good look at ad
vertisements usually adds to the confusion when it is dis
covered that the language attached to the article pictured
is as well tailored as the suit being modeled.
AS A CONTRAST, billboard advertisers seem to stick close
to the wise conclusion that more may be drawn from eight
words on a signcard than if the number of words were great
er. They point out that persons travelling along in an auto
mobile can apprehend eight words going at the average rate
of speed.
They say these things must be properly described or it
is a waste of advertisement time-possibly. There is al
ways the chance that the language has been wasted and that
it has not been worth the value of the article concerned.
Would it be fitting and wise to draw a close here with these
words: women's clothes are attractive, but the language at
tached to them in advertisements in impossible!
·

Displaced Persons 'Goats of War'
DISAPPOINTMENT! DISASTROUS is the word. While
the devastated nations attempt to rebuild now that the
war is over, 850,000 displaced persons wait helplessly in de
tention camps, hoping that some day homes will be provided
for them. Imagine if you can, the staggering problems of
reconstruction that are before statesmen these days. There
are enough to make displaced persons an almost forgotten
people. But the greatest obstacle to their rehabilitation is
the failure of nations relatively undamaged by war to break
down immigration barriers, and give the much needed aid.
President Truman in his State of the Union message to
Congress said the country had not accepted its obligation. He
added: "Only about 5,000 of them have entered this country
since May, 1946 and definite assistance in the form of new
legislation is needed. I urge the Congress to turn its at
tention to this world problem in an effort to find ways where
by we can fufill our responsibilities to these thousands of
homeless and suffering refugees of all faiths."

dle age, wear widths EEEE to fa
vor corns and bunions. They wore
rats in their hair,
and
bleached
their skin with buttermilk. Don't
yo u suppose their mothers shook
their heads and fretted over their
daughters ' fashionable hair styles
just a s our mothers
had to frei
over lipstick, rouge, and finger
nail polish ?
But our mothers have to put up

with slacks! They don't remem
ber the dusters which caused such

consternation among
decent peo
ple when they were girls. Instead,
they gravely say, "I
don't know
what your father will say about
this!"
.
"We Drink Too Much . . ."
Another common
complaint is
lodged against this generation on
the score that we drink too m :ch
liquor. Granted. Any is too much.

Bu.t are we any worse than young
people have been before us?
To
get a long view, let us glance
quickly through Hogarth's draw
ings which represent the 18th cen
tury England, just to see how they
behaved then. Picture after pic
ture I see of tavern brawls, drunk

ards lying in the gutters, (sorry-
no gutters in those days!) women
selling their cooking utensils to
buy gin, or women feeding gin to
their babies.
Perhaps a larger percentage of
young people drink
liquor
now
than in
recent generations, but
they seem to be more temperate
in their drinking. The only drunk

ard I know
belongs
to the past
generation.
Connected with
drinking
and
carousing is the problem of per
sonal safety. Again I turn to Ho
garth, and find roving bands in
the cities who spend their nights
attacking and robbing anyone who
chances to be abroad, damaging
property,
overturning
carriages,
and brawling with other bands.
It is certain that improved city
lighting and
improved law en
forcement have helped alleviate
this situaion. It is also certain that
conditions are not perfect today.
Yet the fact that one can point to
worse situations than the present
is a mark in our favor.
Mothers Attend Church
When our mothers were young,
they attended
church
regularly,

the wall, those mothers will admit
that the principal reason they had
for attending was a social reason.
The church afforded almost the

only social life for young people
then. The explanation for present
neglect of the church is obvious,

in light of the foregoing.
Other
agencies have taken over this so
cial function of the church in a
large measure. Does non-attend
ance at church then indicate a de
cline in
character?
The
older
church-goer of our
mothers ' day
tended to be intolerant of other
religions, and very narrow in his
beliefs. The young woman or man
of today may not be as fervently
religious in church religion as
foregoing generations, but he or
she tends to be more tolerant of
other religions and more broad
minded with eprhaps more forgiv
ingness and brotherly love.
Tolerance in religion is very im
portant, and so is
tolerance to

minorities.
We freely admit that
there are great strides to be made
yet, but we have taken some. For
instance, there may be a few ling
ering shreds of the Ku Klux Klan,
but there is no active organization.
During the last World War, there

were man y instances of damage to
the property and persons of Ger

mans living here. During this war,
such instances
were
rare.
One

cannot keep from hoping that this
points to a growth in the under

tanding and tolerance of our gen
eration as a whole.
Family a Social Unit
Consideration of the family as a
unit of society should indicate to
some extent the character of that
society. If we go back to the day
of Milton, we find a man in Mil
ton, who, sincerely religious, can

still believe that woman was made
for
man
to
dominate, who can
keep his da.ughters tied to him,

who can tyrannize them and his
wives. There was little love, and

little freedom in such a home.
Even back such a short time as
the day of our grandfathers, one
finds this patriarchial
idea
still
adhered to. A man's wife bore the
children and cared for them and
her husband. That was her life,
and her husband saw no reason
why she should be discontented
Many women would have divorced

their husbands if there had been
any way in which they could have
supported themselves respectably.
The increased
divorce
rate of
the modern day points to a free
dom from this life of drudgery
for women. It is now possible for
them to free themselves from the
indignities of brutality or infidel
ity in a husband.
This increased freedom of wom
en has brought about a new re
spect for her in men, and mar

riage has become a more nearly
co-operative venture than the O to
100% it used to be.
Perhaps all this indicates a de
cline in the character of the pres

ent generation. If so, and if it is
accompanied b y increased tolera
tion of minorities, greater happi
ness for the greater number of
people, and the breakdown of the
narrowness and bigotry of small
minds, then
decline!"

I say "On

with

the

Take Your Vacation... and Escape from Reality?

THEY SAY that going on a va

cation is "escape from reality,''

-we've all heard it.
People often refer to their sum
mer vacation in
this
way, but
when all angles are considered, it's
actually an escape into
reality.
We also hear that we live in
a
modern society, when
really
we
live in one that's artificial. We
seem to live on our nerves, for
getting all about our heart. Won
der if living on nerves is the main
reason for our
lack
of natural
grace and ease in daily living?
Would nerves be the reason why
we're stopped by ulcers and back
ache, followed by the usual ner
vous breakdown?
Just sittin' on a moonlit river
bank dangling your bare feet in
the water is reality.
The sensa
tion brought on by

an

occasion

such as this shows fullness of life
that all but spells the word "real
ity" for you.
Can you imagine
lying on your stomach in the tall
grass and watching the sailboats
as the wind across the bay whips
them along? Maybe you can pic
ture yourself toasting marshmel
lows before an open fire, and at
the same time singing some of
those favorite tunes.
These
are
the simple things man was created
to enjoy and be part of, but thingi;
he seems to have outgrown.
He
has gone from sunlight to sun
lamps, from windy hills to air
conditioned cocktail lounges, and
from friendships to "contacts."
We

fight for bread

We seem to be forced to fight
for our daily bread with more cun
ning and cagey movement than
primitive man used and strangely

enough, in an era when science has
shown us how the earth can easily
support everyone in peaceful days.
Spectators only

We no longer participate in life
as in days gone by, we have be
come spectators.
Instead of hav
ing a good time we are satisfied
to sit in a theatre and watch ac
tors perform or sit in a ball park
and watch others play for their
amusement and ours. Guess many
have never
experienced a
barn
dance or hay ride, or taken part in
so many of the outdoor pleasures
that give people the chance to re
Get up a party
lax their minds.
out to Fox Ridge one day-it will
eliminate the strain of self-con
sciousness and the struggle for
prestige that prevails, and above
all, it will do you a world of good.
We seem

to be

tied

down too

W"

"A Cuppe of
"
Poisone, Blesst

and they deplore the fact that we
don't always go. Yet, if pressed to

By Eleanor Stroud Rochat

so narrow that they now, in mid

When It's French It's Greek

Antidote

Generation Coming tol
(Junior English Exam-4.)

�2-PRINT'ED BY PRATHER THE PRINTER
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�
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much; we have too many worries
that are really not worries at all,
but we can't seem to see their sim
plicity until our minds are clear
and free of gathered trash. There
are always a thousand "horrible"
formalities we are too tired to
change, that cuts down our action.
We have the worry of flat feet,
constipation, pimples, fashion de

signers,
stoop-shoulders,
and a
blue-plate special stomach to mark
us before all-together with the
belief that always being in a hurry
but never going
anywhere
that
really matters is necessary. (May
be it's because as soon as we ar
rive, we must be in a hurry to get
away again.)
Can we be considered anything
but what Sidney Harris tags us,
"a poor, tortured, trapped creature
-civilized man."

Education
WHY DON'T you come to college?
It's great to get a college educa
tion,

especially at

practi<:ally

a

time when

everything that hap

pens is "world shaking." If you
want to know more about this
world-shaking business, you've got
to have a college education.
In a college
they
teach you
something, like maybe a defini·
tion of art. "Art is the . .. " says
the
definition, so you remember
the words,
verbatim. That's the
important thing about definitions,
the
words.
It
doesn't
matter

whether the words provoke a re
sponse in mind or soul, or whether
you know the meaning of them in
dividually. "Art is the . . . "That's
the important thing.

I once read somewhere that the
creative arts are the realm of the
male because our aesthetic ideas
are based on man's appreciation
of woman.
But these were the
words of a philosopher who had
read Sigmund Freud and his no
tions about sex. Anyone should be
aware,
through
his
"common
sense", that sex has nothing to do
with art.
Talk about music. You can get
an education in music at college.
In only one course I found out
that Bach was a classicist, Bee

thoven a romantic (in most text
books), and Stravinsky a "mod·
ern." "Modern" means he's alive
now, or else died fairly recently.
The other terms are a little vague.
But I got a "B" out of the course.

�
eril

Or psychology. You may not
much about the basic discoveri
of Freud and Jung, for these don't
seem to have penetrated the col·
leges yet, but you'll learn every
damned reaction a rat ever had.

And, the best part of it all is,
you don't have to think! You can

watch the little green dots spin
in the cell of a plant leaf, and get
so interested you'll forget to won·
der if the smile the girl in the
blue print dress gave you had any
meaning, or why
you spend too
much time in taverns. It's a great
salve for any worries.
Then go home, educated man.
You know what Bunker Hill means
to today's patriot, even if you are
a little confused about the mean·
ing of warfar� to morals. You'll
never be unemployed. The econ<>
mists have taught you to solve the
unemployment problem.
The se·
crets of domestic bliss must have
been revealed somewhere, in the
flux of so much wisdom
had it.

.You'v•

The college education.

Athletic Aspects
of Chez Doty
"CULTURE
enough.

AL 0 NE

is

not

The cultural aspects of

contemporar y living have been too
long overemphasized
by this or·
ganization. The interests of health
and sportsmanship must also be
served."

With the above announceme4i1
the Chez Doty Twelve
O'Clock
Lunch club launched a
vigorolll

athletic program.
This shattering edict caused im
mediate reaction wherever it wu
heard. Kirkpatrick's Kream Puff1

stayed indoors,
refused to show
save for an occasional well-arm•
sortee to the
grocery, 14 yanla
from the house.
Deal Elizabeth

Lawson

hailed

the news, seemed pleased with the
entire program. "It diverts theiP
minds, and keeps them from iJe.
coming a nuisance to elderly la
dies," she said.
I asked REZ how he felt

abouC

the whole thing.
"Shedup, and t'row d' ball!" he
said.
He takes everything seriousll

-HRll

Navy Uses
New Slogan
THE NAVY'S
new addition to
their recruit slogan deparl
is only a slight change fro m
old, but enough to work the ima
gination to a new humor h eig�
"Join the Navy, and see what's
left of the world."

meill
ti
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SQUIRE and ESQUIRE
by SQUIRE·

Mrs. Zeigel Holds
Breakfast for
Senior Tri Sigmas

Pem Hall

HONORING THE seniors of Sig"TWO HUNDRED ACRES to build on, and they have to pick the iris
gardens to construct in," sighed Squire as he walked amidst the
ruins of the once beautiful and flourishing formal iris garden.

"It's

a wonder they don't put a couple of Quonset huts up where the tulip
beds are in the circle. I think the state architects have gone mad.
They probably still want to tear up Lincoln street to put a new state
road in, too."

He shook his head sadly.

"I tell you, there won't be

!anything around here worth coming back to see in a few years more

if they keep this up," he said, and with a shudder and a shaking of his
head, the old scholar wended his way back to the Little Campus to for
get the horrible sight he had just seen.
JIM "ESQUIRE"
Roberts wandered back into town
for the week end for no reason at
all and left as quietly as he had
come. He evidently has given up
hope of ever getting up the party
1tpirit among his old cronies that
used to prevail and has decided to
quit trying every time he comes
\lick.
HUBBARD PUT
a very interesting explanation of
what his column, "The Antidote"
is all about in the last issue of
the News. Squire would do the
same for his, only he himself
doesn't know what it is all about.
POME OF THE WEEK:
IJ'hough the veterans cry and
shriek and sob
licNamara has quit his job.
GOSH, WE WISH
we could be flag pole climber-up
pers, like the one that painted the
pole in the circle last week.
It
must be nice to be a hero like he
tbviously thought himself to be.
First, he nonchalantly dragged a
Camel until he saw a big enough
crowd gather to warrant an exhi
�ition, and then he sprung into ac
tion. He shinnied up the first two
llee tions of the pole, looking down
at frequent intervals to see that
his audience was appreciative, and
then whipped out another Camel.
He finally reached the top but by
now he
obviously felt just as
�uire would in a similar situation
I-anxious to get back down.
ONCE AGAIN
the regular students at Eastern
libernated to a dark cellar to
'weather out the storm prevailing
in the halls and auditoriums on
the campus caused by hoards of
t:r eeching high school musicians.
DOZENS OF
ltudents went into mourning when
Johnny Stabler got a new radio
from the Delta Sigs.
STORY OF THE WEEK:
Author: S. F. Loester
Jim Norris inhaled deeply
the snipe he had just speared
from the urn at the West door of
Old Main and strode off toward
the "Campus" oblivious of the
lriving rain.
He had never paid
too much attention to the rain
�nee those days back at Lonseau
and St. Roumain.
His upper lip
kurled slightly as he remembered
those miserable days spent there,
for even though he had now been
a civilian for twenty-two months
and seventeen· days (he kept a rec
ord of each day that passed by
i1tching the window sill in his
ilom), the life he had lived during
kis year and a half in the service
rtill dominated his every thought.
He shook beads
of
moisture
lrom his shoulders as he slid into
a booth and, ordered coffee
and
fjiast from Walt. He recalled that
"ffee hadn't
always
been
so
uy to get when he desired it.
That little Gook girl had wanted
ound of it so much, but he
n't been able to even find
lalf a cup full that week he had
)een lucky enough to have a rest
'riod at Hollandia. "Yes," he

ltory:
5n

b
t.d

Zeigel Reports
Shift to Teaching
A RF�PORT from Dr. William H.
Zeigel

sheds

a

little

pleasant

light on the dark picture

of Illi

nois teacher shortages. This spring
Dr.

Zeigel

has

visited

80 high

schools of eastern Illinois and has
talked to more than 2,500 students,
mostly seniors, gathered in small
groups. He states that there is a
definite shift
in
the past few
weeks toward an appreciation of
the opportunities in teaching, on
the part of high school students.

Recognizing that teachers'
salaries are bound to rise, in
fact have risen
considerably
because of the pressure of
public opm1on, high school
students are looking seriously
at. teaching
as a life work.
Not only is this true, but there
is considerably more interest
than in
pre:war years, says
Dr. Zeigel, in attending col
leges of all types.
In Dr. Zeigel's opinion, teachers'
college scholarships
will not go
begging this year. He points out
that last year more than half of
the 970 scholarships made avail
ble by the state of Illinois to high
school seniors in the upper quar
ter of graduating classes were nev
er used.

Enrollment at Eastern next
year ma y reach the unprece
dented total of 1,800, accord
ing to President R. G. Bu z 
zard. It was 1,218 at the be
ginning of

this year.

said
to
himself, ''
things
sure
aren't as tough as they used to
be."
IT ISN'T EVEN
safe to go with college classes to
observe the Training School any
more.
The critic teachers there
seem to take delight in calling on
the college students and letting
them struggle with questions that
the grade school
pupils
answer
with great speed and accuracy.
HUNDREDS OF
students are once more cursing
themselves for not having com
pleted some of the term's re
quired work earlier in the season.

entertained

this

year's

graduating activities at Sunday
breakfast on May 4 in her home.
A traditional affair, the occasion
was the annual Senior Workshop
of the sorority.
Decorations
followed t h e
theme of sorority colors and
flowers and the beginning of
May, with a
centerpiece
of
cut-outs winding the May Pole
in a field of violets. Each girl
received a small potted plant
of violets and a program di
ploma.
Miss Shirle y Mcintosh presided
over the program which included
"Sigma Symphony" sung by Mrs.
Barbara Ringo Knott, and discus
sions of the part the actives will
play in sororit y life as alumnae.

Mrs. Eloise
Di ck e rs o n
Sparks was named as the out
standing senior of the chap
ter and will represent the Al
pha Psi's in the sorority Who's
Who.

FOODS

FLASH. IF

you

don't

have

a

broken finger, you just aren't in
these days.
tumbling,
fingers.

No, it's not poker or

this

week,

but

clas s in which the students were
reading
their
originalthemes.
Donald Naudzious acted as student.
chairman, introducing the students
and their compositions.
Warren Specht read his essay,
"An Arab Boy;" Floyd Paul read
"Soap Operas," an essay; and Mr.
Naudzious read "John," also an
essay.
Willim Searles
read his
story, "A Little Table Trouble,"
and J. B. Hamilton
read "The
Tree," a poem.

and

teaching

broken

Sally Watt has the dis

Miss Rena L. Hodgen of Spring
field Tuesday.
Miss Hodgen is the state super
visor of home economics educa
tion and a member of the state
board for vocational education.

tinction of having the oldest one,
and Doris Cihak the newest. Then
Marilyn Hooten falls in between
somewhere.

Doris, of course, at

tracts the most attention as hers
is bandaged.
Everyone has some mark of dis
tinction which sets

them

apart

from the ordinary run of people.
Burmeister (I think I'll have to
charge her for putting her name
in
every
week),
Willingham,
Michael and Mills have a common
distinction.
Yes, you could eas
ily guess it from knowing any one
It's their laugh, giggle
of them.
or call it what you will. I'm not
stating what I call it. Anyway it
has two good features. It proves
they are all four very good natured
(which they are) and it also
warns everyone of their presence.
Seriously though, we're all going
to miss Mildred's and there are
just three more weeks left to en
joy it.

not sure about his name having
not heard it mentioned very of
ten.
The other day she was ask
ing what kind of a nice easy
course she could use for an elec
tive 'cause she said she'd be busy
washing and ironing. That I want
to see.
No offense, Willie.
You
laughed too you know.
The commerce
department
is
rather noisy
and
disturbs
my
thinking so . . .

THE . . .

CHATTERBOX
Our Specialty

CHERRY PIE
e SANDWICHES
e SALADS
e SOFT DRINKS

Ideal Noon Pickups
that are
HEALTHFUL & DELICIOUS

English Class
Presents Radio Show

Try Them Today
"ACROSS FROM OLD MAIN"
L. M. Williams, Prop.

Ph. 210

BAKERY .GOODS
With That Delicious Home Flavor!

IDEAL

BAKERY

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

NOR1'H SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 1500

CLIVE DICK
P-LUMBl'NG

AND

HEATING

Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work
TELEPHONE 295

WHEELER'S
FLOWER SHOP

N. C. IKNAYAN, M. D.

DENTIST

Charleston, Illinois

First National Bank Bldg.
Office Hours,

9 :00-4 :30

Office Phone 350

MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.

IEATR I CE

discuss teaching

problems of the high schools with

Mrs. Zeigel then sang an orig
inal song of Tri Sigma girls and
the program was concluded by a
duet of Mrs. Zeigel and Mrs. Knott
of "Violets Remind Me of You."
The guests included Mrs. Eloise
Dickerson Sparks,
Mrs. Barbara
Suddenly realizing
that
there
Ringo Knott, Mrs. Martha Tym
are only three weeks. of �hool
Johnson, Miss
Dorothy Willing
left this year, everyone tur� into
ham, Miss Betty Wellman, seniors;
a night owl and burns the ·mid
Miss Virginia Wheeler, faculty ad
night oil (especially Kilmafl, who
viser; Miss Ruby Harris, faculty - also studies in very strange places
member; Miss
Shirley Mcintosh,
of which I will mention none.) The
alumnae; and Mrs. Jeanne Cress
girl who wrote the editorial in last·
Tingley, alumnae adviser.
week's issue
about
liking
her
sleep must be an "A" student.
Bert Vaughn is now the proud
owner of a class ring with tape on
the back and you can guess the
meaning of that.
Speaking of rings, and I was,
DR. MARTHA Lois Smith of the
wasn't I, the prettiest one I've
English department
presented
f'een lately and you have too (of
the radio
program
Wednesday,
course) belongs
to
Willie
Wil
May 6. Dr. Smith arranged the
liams from some fellow. I'm really
program to represent an Engfo>h

Phone 69

Physicians and Surgeons
Hours by Appointment

604% Sixth St.

''For Finer Flowers''

501 Jackson

Residence 380
Hours by Appointment

MONROE AT 14TH

PHONE 2000

DR. W. B. TYM
DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones: Off. 476; Res. 762

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.

PHONE 7

HOME ECONOMICS seniors will

ma Sigma Sigma, Mrs. William
Zeigel

DR. O. E. HITE

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG.
Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808

BUTTERMILK

Notes

by NANCY CLAPP

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

Meadow Gold

Hodgen Speaks to
Home Ee Seniors

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Office Hours, 1 :00 to 6 :00

5111h Jackson Street

Office Phone 30

We extend an invita
tion

to

students

all

Eastern

to take ad

vantage of the servic
es rendered by this in
stitution.

DR. DEAN A. AM.BROSE

P. B. LLOYD, M. D.

OPTOMETRIST

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Visual Training
North Side of Square
Phones 325 and 340

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office 94;

Res., 694

Charleston National Bank
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Eastern Symphonic Band

.
m

First Post-War Spring Concert; Anfinson' s Finale as Director

Miles Culver
.

•

•

student director

Welcome College
·Students to .

.

.

Snappy Service

INN

left to right

6th and Jackson St.

Ruth Longbons
. . . soprano soloist
Forrest Suycott
. . . band president

THE HOME OF THE

10c

Hamburger

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

�

Bill Ensign
.. . national champ

You'll like · m the
way we fry 'em
Open 6:00 A. M.to 12:00 A. M.

RICHARD ''DICK'' WILLIAMS
Associated with the
MILLER INSURANCE AGENCY
Will Play Both Popular
And Classic Numbers
THE FIRST spring concert in six
years will be given by Eastern's
band tomorrow evening at 8 p. m.
in the Health Education building.
Dr. Rudolph D. Anfinson, recent-

. ly appointed Dean of Men, will
make his last appearance with the
band at this performance.
Three soloists will be
fea
tured in
the
evening's pro
gram. Bill
Ensign, National
High 8,chOQl Snare Drum Solo
Champion in 1941, will pre
sent his newer version of rud
.imental
drumming.
He has
worked out the number with
other members of the
percussion section.
Ruth Longbons,

band's

Soprano from

Albion, will sing Sigmund Rom·
berg's "One Alone" from the Des
ert Song. Ruth was one of the so
loists on the recent band tour.
Student conductor Miles Culvel'

ture of the Mardi Gras cele
bration held annually in New
Orleans; "Song of Norway," a
colorful selection, based on the
music of Edvard Grieg; "Light
Cavalry," by Henry Fillmore;
and G. F. Handel's "Allegro
Maestro."
The band's version of an ultra
modern composition
written
by
Serge
Prokofieff
entitled
"The
Love of the Three Oranges," will
he presented. Among the marches
to be played are "The Thunderer,"
and John Philip Sousa's "'Stars:
and Stripes Forever."

solo entitled
ina" by Von Weber.

FOR GAS
AND SPRING
LUBRICATION

"Concert

Other numbers to be pre·
sented by the band are: Franz
Shubert's "Ave M.arie," which
has been transcribed from the
vocal arrangement
to sym·
phonic band; "Mardi Gras,"
from the
Mississippi
Suite,
which is one of Ferde Grofe's
most famous descriptive num
bers offering a musical pie·

FROMMEL

MARKET

PHONE No. 37 or No. 6

"Biggest Little Store

MILLER BLDG.

in Town"
FREE

DELIVERY

Will Rogers Theatre Bldg.
PHONE 156

Men's Toiletries

MEET YOUR

is the third soloist. Miles will play

a clarinet

Automobile and Fire Insurance
RUSKIN THOMPSON

FRIENDS AT

.

.

•KING'S MEN

.

•OLD SPICE
The

•WRISLEY SPRUCE

LITTLE CAMPUS

•SADDLE CLUB

NEWELL'S
Service Station

*

South Side of Lincoln Street
AT TENTH

TELEPHONE 358

WALT WARMOTH,

Prop.

BLACK'S PHARMACY

DISTRIBUTORS OF

•••

HARDWARE

WILSON

w
E

GOLDSMITH

DU PONT'S PAINTS

SPAULDING

HOUSEWARES

B
SPECIALS
SPECIALS
I
E
BASEBALL
TENNIS

LEATHER GOODS
SPORTING

GOODS

COOKING UTENSILS

"Spaulding" Nylon Strung
RACKETS -------- ----- $4.98 up
-

Garden Seeds and Tools
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 492

BALLS

-

-------------------- 49c

School and Team Discounts

R

'
s

RAWLINGS

"Wilson"
GLOVES ------------------ $4.98
BALLS ------------------ 89c up
SHOES ----------------- $6 4 9 up
.

7 45 6th St.-Phone 2090
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'In tern e 1n Industry' Progra m

Hubbard Elected
President of Theta
Alpha Phi

O pen to College Stud ents
YOUNG MEN and women of college age or older have the op

lortunity of

getting an inside view

of

labor-management

and

of

gaining

problems

valuable

ressional experience

pre-pro

by

"intern

fog" in industry, mental hospitals
reformatories

and

through

pro

�ects sponsored b y the American
Friends Service commitee. Parti
p a�ts outside these professions,
by helping relieve the critical

�
�d

labor shortage
ti ons.

in

state

institu

Originally started as
sum
mer projects, the interneships

are now being continued on a
year-round basis. This exten

sion was made on the recom
mendation of former internes,
who
believed a longer
term
was needed if the project was
to be really effective in both
its service and educational as
pects.

Special summer units are held,
however, from the latter part of
June through August. The winter
and spring units open in Septem

ber.
In both the Interne-in-lndustry
and the Institutional Service units,

students
receive
the
prevailing
wage for the work they do, and
study objectivel y through lectures,

Uiscussions, field trips and read
ing materials the problem of their
articular work.
During
the
past
winter and

�

�pring, internes in industry have
worked in Philadelphia textile
mills, electrical equipment plants,
�rioting
establishments, m e n ' s
coat factories and rubber mould
ing plants.
In summing up the
value
of the project, the director of

the group said, "One of the
very evident values of our in
ternship in industry has been

the
irreplaceable
experience
of being a cog in the industri

al machine itself. To feel the
monotony of a daily, constant
ly repeated and seldom varied
routine and the resultant ten
sions and frustrations seemed
to us a very n ecessary lesson
in the process of undertand

bor, and at the same time see and
take part in so many concrete pro
jects which are at work to change
the wrong customs and systems

of societ y . . .
There is a kind
of opening up of the imagination
and
one's
sympathy and under
standing that comes with initial
experiences with poverty,
great
apathy, and the struggle to live.''

HAL HUBBARD,
president of

ers, and in other jobs in mental
hospitals
and
reforlffiatories
in
New York and New Jersey.

The Director of Nursing at one

mental hospital said the ISU group
there lifted the morale of nurses,
attendants and patients.
A unit member wrote of her ex
perience. "We helped in relieving
the great shortage
of attendants
which I didn't fully realize was so

"With this experience," said an
other unit member, "I can prove
to m y family and friends that a
mental hospital isn't something to
tuck away and to forget."

"It has helped me to decide very

definitely that my field of inter
est is in psychiatry," wrote anoth
er ISU worker, while still another
said, "This experience wil! be of
value to me in my work in child
welfare."

Ot her new officers are Ruth
Davis, vice president ;
Matson,

ment," the director continued,

"and have
t ried to
get
as
many different interpretations
of t hese problems as possible.

The group has been interested
in
exploring
the
different
met hods which are being used

to promote better relations
industrially. A
consideration
of the mutual res·ponsibilities
of labor and management to
the community has been a fer
tile area for exploration. Like

wise, we have inquired into
the responsibilities which the
community
should
have
toward the worker and the in
dustries."
One

Interne

wrote,

"We

Mavis

secretary-treasurer ;

and Jack Evey, historian.
This election followed the Theta
Alpha

Phi initiation and Players

banquet

preceding

Tuesday. At

. the initiation
ceremonies,
Theta
Alpha Phi received nine new mem
bers into the organization.
They
are George Ross, Eastern drama
tic director, Virginia Burmeister,
Mavis
Matson,
Marjorie
Tefft,
Don Hutton, Don Musselman, John
Paul, Jack Evey and Hal Hubbard.
Immediately after the ini
tiation a chicken dinner was
served for Players, their spon
sor, and faculty guests, at El
Rancho.
Toastmaster Eugene
Price introduced John Roberts,
who welcomed the
new m1tiates into Theta Alpha Phi.
Speakers were President Robert
Buzzard, and Dr. Howard DeF.
Widger, head of the English de
partment, and first Eastern direc
tor of dramatics. Ruth Davis gave
the reading, The Little Hours, by
Dorothy Parker ;
Claude
Hayes
presented a travesty involving a
father's gift of an electric train
to his small son; and John Paul
interpreted Robert Benchley's fa
mous Treasurer's Report.
The evening was concluded with
dancing.

IN CHARLESTON
It's

KEITH'S
B R EAD

Committee,

20 South 1 2th Street, Philadel
phiha 7, Pa.

TRY IT

" Ask for it by nam e"

YOU'LL LIKE IT

ahead for a rainy day .. . "
Another said
"I think in this
�ay it is parti ularly good for

inuch

�

itudents to be
able to spend a
�mmer of eight hours a day la-

DR.

south,

the

Zoology

gets itchy feet.

and boots and travel.
Dr.

Charles

department

specimen

of

40

to

G R E E N 'S

at Carbondale, May 9 and
His subject was "Campus to
Community."
Dr. Olsen, Gail Lathrop, presi
dent of Club
Arcadian,
Miriam
Mills, Norma Lathrop, and Fidelis

Foot

Bushur

lake. in Tennessee.

HOME MADE

B A KE R Y

I C E C R EAM

Retail Bakers of
Holsum Bread

J ust 4 Doors South of the
Charleston, Ill.

attended

the

conference.

At five o'clock tomorrow morn
ing eight cars will roll south. On

Gi rls �

the way down, Dr. Spooner plans
to stop in Henderson, Kentucky so
that the group may visit Audu
bon Park. Arrival at
Reel Foot
lake should occur a little after
noon.

•

Let us Clean, Glase,

Two days will be spent in taking
bird trips, and collecting speci
mens of everything from flowers
to snakes. After three nights, the
people will return.
·

and store your

fur

coats

re

for

your

turn next fall.
Quality Cleaning at
Reasonable

Dr.
Spooner
has
taken
his
groups to Sam A.
Baker
State
park in the Ozarks three years
so this year, he will try a ne
place.
Dean Harold M. Cavins,
Dr. Walter M. Scruggs, Dr. Wil
liam D. Murray and Dr. Richard
T. Hartley plan to go with the
group.

Prices.

*

�

B I G G S C L EA N E R S
704 JACKSON

PHONE 456

AUTO

MI D GET

•

RAC I N G

F R I DAY N ITE, M AY 1 6
TIME TRIALS
GENERAL A DMISSION

-

7 : 00 P. M.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

$ 1 .00 (Tax Incl. )

SPEEDWAY

F AIRGROUNDS · CHARLEST ON
Eat at t h e

•

•

•

S N AC K BA R
• BREAKFAST

PLATE AND DINNER LUNCHES
• EVENING MEALS

•

FOUNTAIN DRINKS

KEIT H 'S

Square on Six th St.

of

1 0.

head of

Reel

teaching,

ation

cases,

the Zoology department, is taking
the group

director of

the Illinois Country Youth associ

This year

S. Spooner,

student

spoke at the state conference

The students pick

up field glasses,

HANS C. Olsen,

off-campus

and the birds come up from the

BURGER BASKETS . . . ICE CREAM

*

Phone 4 1 4

came

to feel how much a wage increase
of a few cents an hour can mean
and how difficult
it is to save

WHEN THE leaves come out and

COLES COUNTY

ing industrial problems.

"We have
been interested
in present-day
areas of mis
understanding
and disagree

at

May 5.

projects of the Friends . Ser
vice Committee. For
further
information, write : Work and
Study Projects, A m e r i c a n
Service

Roberts

a special election meeting, Monday,

College credi t has been giv
en in sociology and psychology
for work done in these interne
projects as well
as in other

Friends

Phi,

nity, received the gavel from re

acute until then. But definitely, 1
feel that our
main
contribution
was our young and smiling faces
and our patience."

Another
unit
member
wrote,
"The step down from the ivy-cov
ered tower of
the
university to
everyday reality provides a nec
essary
and
valuable bridge be
tween theory and practice."

Theta Alpha

tiring president John

Olsen Speaks at
Youth Conference

elected

national honorary dramatic frater

Institutional S'ervice units mem
bers have served as attendants on
the wards, assistants
in recrea

tional and
occupational therapy,
cottage
supervisors, office work

newly

Birds Come North;
Zoologists Go South

A nnouncing . . .

Open Weekdays 6 A.M. to 7 P. M .
JOE FENDER, Mgr.
EAST OF F IRE HALL

CLASS OF '25

5 1 0 JACKSON

Qo�

Q U ALITY

T h e I R IS PROM

the TIME : Friday, May 16th
the PLACE : Old Auditorium

Send Her a Corsage
SHE'LL ADORE
for th e

JR.-SR. PROM
and

VARSITY FORMAL
from

H EL M 'S
FLOWER SHOP
Phone 39
WILL ROGERS BLDG.

the GIRL :

?

Featuring

Bud Roderick

S AT I N -S T R I P E
R AYON T R I C O T

AND HIS BAND

PA N T I E S

N o Ad m ission Charge

7.lle eaq to •asla, Jong •earhl•
fabric tlr.at won 't rual

Present your Student Activity ticket
at the door

Sponsored by Men's Union

A.

A. Sizes 5, 6, and 7
B. Sizes 5 to 7 . . . .
Sizes 8 to 10 . . .
C. Sizes 4, 5, 6 and 7

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

D R ES S - WE L L SHO P
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Panthers Outlast Normal 5 - 4; Title Hopes Grow Dim
Howorth's Home Run

Versatile

Beats Gehrt in Ninth
in

the

THIS

ninth,

SATURDAY, May

17,

EASTERN

be a big day at DeKalb, when

ern edged out the Normal nine
5 to 4 at Normal, Saturday, May

the 40th running of the IIAC track

10.

The Southern Maroons are
way.
but
champions,
defending
the
thin
O'Brien's
Maynard
Coach
clads intend to make it tough for
the Maroons to repeat this year.

and field

It was a pitchers' duel all
the way with Kenny Grub
facing , Fred Gehrt, an ex
Easternite. Both twirlers gave
up five hits, but Haworth's
t.wo-run homer gave Grub
the decision.

McManus then scored, and
Banicki went to third as Hol
ley let Dzuris's hot grounder
go through him. Gehrt drove
in Banicki and Dzuris with a
line single to center and Grub
fanned Woods to retire the
side.

Normal broke the tie as they
put one across in the eighth, but
the ninth
Haworth's homer in
clinched the contest for the Lantz
men.

Eastern
JI
AB
R
3
2
1
Glad, lb
1
Haworth, c
5
2
4
0
0
Slovikoski, 2b
0
0
Alexander, rf
4
1
0
Benoche, If
3
I
4
Holley, ss
0
Piland, 3b
0
0
3
0
M artin, cf
2
0
0
0
1
Flaughor, cf
0
1
Franklin, cf
0
0
1
2
Grub, p
0
0
*Schonebaum
1
5
Totals
5
33
*Flied out to right for Grub in
ninth.
Normal

AB

R
1
0

H

Indiana State
Victorious Over
Local Nine I 0-3
INDIANA STATE outslugged the
to 3 at Terre

Haute Tuesday, May 6 .
The Sycamores bunched 1 3 hits
off

Hilligoss

Wes

and

Kenny

Grub while Eastern nipped Roes
chlein for only three singles and a
double.
Thomas hit a trio of singles and
a double to pace the Sycamores
while Glad got two for four for
the Panthers.
Eastern scored their three tal
after Haworth
lies in the fifth
grounded out to third. Piland fol
lowed and drew a base on balls,
Benoche singled to center and Pi
Hilligoss
land stopped at third.
grounded to short for the second
Glad singled, scoring Piland
out.
and Benoche, and . as Holley was
safe on an error, Glad scored. The
Slovikoski
as
retired
side was
lined out to the pitcher.

4
1
Woods, 3b
1
2
Stellmac, rf
0
0
3
Tipps, rf
1
0
4
Jacobucci, ss
Zonitzki, c
0
0
4
0
0
Dal Santo, cf
2
0
Drusco, If
0
1
0
1
2
McManus, If
1
0
Banicki, lb
3
0
1
4
Dzuris, 2b
1
0
Gehrt, p
3
1
0
1
*Bass
4
5
Totals
33
*Singled to center for Gehrt in
ninth.

get

Seekin g
. .

I/A C Golf Meet

The Huskies have a little In
dian from Lorrain, Ohio, in the
form of Cy Perkins, who has been
clocked at 1 :59.5 this spring irt the
880 yd. run. Southern has Son
ny Brake and George Beltz, who
step off the half-mile consistently
in 2 minutes.
The original I I A C w as start
ed April 4, 1908, with Mon

mouth college, Illinois Wes
leyan, Lombard college, Knox
college, Bradley institute, Mil
likin and ISNU as the original
members. In 1 909 Eureka,
Hedding, and Lincoln college
entered. In 19 1 0 saw Millikin
and Vashti, Shurtleff, and
Carthage enter. Eastern was
the next member in 1 9 1 2, fol
lowed by McKendree and Au
gustana in 1913. Southern en
tered in 1914, Western in 19 15,
and St. Viator in 1916. North
ern became a member in 1920,
an d Lake Forest in 1922.
At this time the conference was
Little
"The
called
unofficially
Nineteen," although there were 21
Ten
conference.
schools in the
colleges withdrew in 1937, and six
more in 1942, leaving only the five
Illinois State Teachers colleges as
members in the Illinois Intercol
legiate Athletic conference.
con
The oldest record in the
ference was set by Zimmermen of
Bradely in the 220 low hurdles
time
The
1 927.
( one curve ) in
The youngest record in
was 25.5.
the conference is held by LaRose
In 1932 Johnson of
of Eastern.
Normal set two records and helped

Wes tern scored six unearned runs
test at Macomb, Friday, May 9.
Novak, working on the hill for
Eastern, gave up but five base hit.s
and eight bases on balls, but the
Lantzmen having a bad defensive
day committed six errors in the
big unearned
six
field to allow
runs to cross the plate.
Western scored five unearned
runs in their half of the third, and
Eastern tallied one on singles by
Alexander. Ma
and
Slovikoski
comb scored four more runs in the
three
bunched
seventh as they
singles and drew four walks. East
ern scored a trio in the eighth and
a lone tally in the ninth trying to
get back in the ball game.

-

i::-;eRoy Linose
. champ

LaRose . Takes Second
Elmhurst Shot Title

Eastern
Glad, lb
Holley, ss
Slovikoski, 2b
Seymour, c f
Alexander, rf
Haworth, c
Piland, 3b
Benoche, If
Novak, p
Totals

AB

Western

AB
5

5

3
5
0
4
4
4

·

RUNNING

INTO

the

toughest

competition of the year

at the

Elmhurst Relays last weekend, the
Panther track squad could garner
only 9 1-2 points to

!Jlace

them

around the mid-way point in the
field of over twenty competing
teams.

Eastern had one individual
champion, however, in LeeRoy
LaRose, who successfully de
fended the shot put title he
captured in t he meet last year.
LeeRoy put the 16 pound ball
46' 5 3- 4 " only 1 1-4" short of
the record.
The other EI points came from
Neal Hudson· and Johnny Lewis.
Hudson copped a fifth in the high
jump and a fourth in the broad
jump. The high jump went 6' 3-4"
and was a four way tie for first.
Lewis ended up in a four way tie
for third in the pole vault after a
two way split for top honors at
the 12' 6" level.
set a third. He was clocked in the
1 00 yr. dash at 9.6 ; the 220 at
21 .2, and was anchor man on the
relay team, which ran the one
Goff of Knox set
mile in 3 : 23.2.
a pair of records in 1937. He ran
the high hurdles in 14.8 and the
low hurdles in 23.5.

FOR REAL ESTATE
and INSURANCE
See

JOE FENDER
West Side of Square
Phone 22

McNay, ss
Smith, rf
Malkasin, cf
Cartwright, 3b
Gernstine, If
Griswold, If
Dotson, If
Mixer, c
Laughary, 2b
Battrella, p
Totals

4
4

33

3
3
3
2
3

5
4
4
3
34

Broad Jump - - - - -- ---- - - 2 4 ' 5
High Jump ------- - --- --- 6' 3
Pole Vault ---- - --- -- - - -- - 13'
Discus -- ---- - ------- - - 143' 8
Shot Put - -- --- - - --- --- 46' 1 1
Javelin - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 206' 4

1-8"

1-8"

1-2"
1-2"
1-2"
1-8"

College

-

2
2

1
1
1
0
0
1
9

And Speed . . .
CHARLESTON

CLEAN ERS
6 10 6th

Phone 404

. . . just 6" more

Year

Johnson ____ State NormaL_l932
Johnson _ _ _ _State NormaL _l932
Chittum ____Wesleyan ____ 1936
Taylor _ _ _ _ _.Knox ____ _ _ _ 1930
Hensel _ _ _ _ _Wesleyan ____ 1932
Hein _ _ _ _ _ _ _N, Teachers __ 1936
Hutton_____ ..State NormaL _l933
Perkins - - -N Teachers __ 1942
King __ ___ _ _Monmouth _ _ _ 193 1
Goff - - --- -- Knox -- -- -- - - 1937
Goff _______Knox ____ _ _ _ _ 1937
Zimmerman Bradley _ _ _ _ _ 1927
Nichols,
Mitts
Murray,
Johnson____ _ State NormaL _l932
Siebert _ _ _ _ .,N. Central _ _ _ 1937
BecheL _____ N. Teach er s __ 1937
Seibert ___ _ ..N . Central :.. __ 1936
Behan__ _ ___ N. Teachers ___ 1941
LaRose ____ E. Teachers ___1946
Peters _ _ _ _ _ N. Teachers __ 1937

R
0
1

In Quality

Johnny Lewis

Holder

1
0
1
0
0
5

For Best

---·
' --'-_..;i..;;.
----'--

100 Yard Dash --- - - - - - - - - - -- -- 9.6
220 Yard Dash ( No curve) _ _ _ _ 21.2
(No curve) ____ 21.2
( One curve) _ _ _ _ 21.7
440 Yard Run ( Lanes, 1 curve) 48.9
( L anes, 2 curves) 48.!l
880 Yard Run ( Two curves) __1 :57.3
One Mile Run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 :20.2
Two Mile Run ---- ------ -- -- 9 :45.0
120 Yard Hurdle -- - - - - - - - ---- 14.8
220 Yard Hurdle ( No curve) __ 23.5
( One curve) _ _ 25.5
One Mile Relay - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 :23.2

1
2

H
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
6
H
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
5

LAST WEEK, against a foild of
more than 60 adults, blue-eye4
Marlene Bauer finishPd winner of
the Los Angeles Women's Goll
H e r a g e - you
Championship.
wouldn't believe it if you saw it.
Girls, don't let this move you in
any other way than as a challeng8i
( continued on page 8)

/ /A C Co nferen ce Track Records
Event

R
0
0

Junior Champion

Here's refreshment

TH E OFF and on tennis and golf
teams will journey to DeKalb
this weekend to try their l uck in
the conference meet.
Coach
under
The golf team
Lloyd R, Burley will be represent
ed by Allen Monts, Marv Stearn,
Jim Welch, and a fourth member
to be selected.

bowed

in an error-infested diamond con

under

LeeRoy LaRose will be out
to break the shot put record
of 46' 11 Yz" he set last year.
The big sophomore from Du
po has yet to taste defeat this
year in this event. The other
Eastern powerhouse is Neal
Hudson. Neal is the defend·
ing cham pion in the high
jump but has been having
trouble this spring reaching
the six-foot mark. He has
consistantly reaching 21' in
the broad jumb and got off a
21' 11" jump at Carbondale.
Another threat will be John
Lewis in his specialty, the pole
vault. John hit 12 feet in the
recent meet against Millikin
and if good conditions prevail,
he may go higher this week
end.

Normal scored three in the sec
ond, when after two men were re
a base on
tired McManus drew
balls, and Banicki was safe on an
error by Haworth.

Panther nine 10

meets will

but

OUTHIT,

to, the Western nine 9 to 5, as

will

scoring behind Art Glad as East

Eastern tied it up by getting
Grub
three across in the sixth.
and Glad walked, Haworth ground
ed out, and Slovikoski was hit by
a pitched ball to load the bases.
There were two away as Alexand
short, and Benoche
er lined to
singled, driving in Grub and Glad.
Holley was safe on an error by
J acobucci, and Piland was hit by
a pitched ball forcing in Slovikos
to
Franklin grounded out
ki.
second to retire the side.

Moy Prove Costly

Conference Honors

JOLTIN' JACK HAWORTH poled
a round tripper

9-5 Loss to Western

Elm h urst

Trock Tearn See ks

.

BOTTLED UNDER AU'T1i0RITY O F THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

MATTOON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMP ANY
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C

Fe m inine

THIS WEEK

•

DORIS CIHAK

broke

her finger

playing softball. Doris was play
ing second base; in hopes of put
ting a runner

made a toss from

Kibler

Deva

out

catcher's posi

tion. Doris made the catch and put
the runner out, but she broke her
little finger.
Tour
National Collegiate Golf
nament for Women will be held on
36-hole
university's
Ohio State
course, July 7-12. Any woman in
college is eligible to enter. If you
would like to enter the tournament

.

Fe ats
•

El's SPORTS FRON'!'

by MARIE and BETTY

to each competitor who made any
of the three classes.
Recreational leadership class, di
rected b y Miss Haight, is going on
a two-and-a-half-day camping trip,
May 16, 17, and 1 8. They are
ing to Fox Ridge State park.
In PE class, Nance's team
to Mills by a score of 5-3,
retaliated
next day Nance
won over Mills 10-2.
W AA Softball Tournament

go
lost
but
and

Archery Tournament
Saturday, May 10 was Eastern's

The second game of the W AA
played
was
Softball tournament
Carmi
Betty
between
Ma y
5
chael's team defeated Matherly 82; this was the second victory in
Carmichaels
two starts for the
and the first defeat for Matherly.

Eastern lassies dis
archery day.
played their skill with a bow and

Highlight of the game was Min
into left
hit
nie Waugh's long

arrow when they entered in the
tournament.
archer y
telegraphic
more
score
Contestants with a
than 425 wil l be awarded a Class
"A" rating; between 350 and 424,
a Class "B" rating; and between
300 and 349, a Class "C" rating. A
score and
certificate giving the
the class rating will be awarded

field for the first home run of the
tournament.

get an entry blank from Miss l"a
rians.

Each team must lose two games
before it is eliminated from the
Both Monticue and
tournament.
defeat and
Matherly have one
will play each other to see who will
pla y Carmichael for the champion
ship on Monday, May 1 8 .

Trackmen Swa mp Millikin 88-43; Hudson

Wins Both Jumps, La Rose Unbeaten in Shot
COACH MAYNARD O'Brien took
Eastern

his

track

field

and

squad to Decatur Tuesday, May 6,
and defeated JMU 88-43.

It was

the second dual meet v ictory this
year over the Big Blue. This gives
the Panthers 4 wins and 1 loss
thus far in this year's track com
etition.
Neal Hudson was the big gun
for the Panthers, collecting two
firsts and a tie for second for 12
LeeRoy LaRose kept his
!Points.
!winning streak intact in the shot
LaRose, Don Johnson, and
put.
we Markwell each had a first and
Eastern piled
second for 8 points.
up 10 firsts, 9 seconds, a tie for
aecond, and 9 thirds.
Etter and Sprague each had a
first and second for the Big Blue.
Millikin had 5 firsts, 4 seconds,
and 3 thirds.

�

Results :
1-mile-Won by Spillers ( EI ) ;
Barr ( E I ) , second; Richmond ( E I ) ,
Time : 4 : 46.7.
third.
440-yard dash-Won by Sullivan
(EI ) ; Waren ( E I ) , second ; Brauer
jEI), third. Time : 53. 1.
100-yard dash-Won by John
son (EI ) ; Markwell ( E I ) , second ;
Time : 10.4.
l!cCall ( M), third.
120-yard high hurdle-Won by
l!arlan ( M ) ; Babbs ( E I ) , second;
llrolet, ( E I ) , third. Time: 2 : 09.8.
220-yard dash-Won by Markwell (E I ) ; Johnson ( E I ) , second;
Time : 23.8.
lnott ( EI ) , third.
( EI ) ;
Monier
2-mile-won by
McCullock
second;
Barr ( E I ) ,
IEI), third. Time : 10:31.
low hurdle-Won by
220-yard
'cliafh· ( M ) ; Sprague ( M ) , sec
Time :
•nd· Klette ( E I ) , third.

l.'t.8'.

Gross ( E I ) , second; Williams ( M ) ,
Distance : 121' 10".
third.
(M)
Etter
by
Javelin-Won
LaRose ( E I ) , second ; Record ( E I ) ,
third : Distance: 153' 11".
Broad Jump-Won by Hudson
( E I ) ; Mowen ( M ) , second; Knott
( E I ) , third. Distance 21' 3 1h ".
Hudson
by
High Jump-Won
( E I) ; Keck ( M ) and Mowen ( M ) ,
tie for second. Height: 5' 10".
Lewis
b y
Pole-Vault-W o n
Black
and
( E I ) ; Hudson ( E I )
well ( M ) , tie for second. Height :
12'.
Mile Relay-Won by EI ( Spil
Sullivan ) .
Waren,
Babbs,
lers,
Time : 3 : 34.7.

lt!.ird.

CHECK-UP
*-Oil Change
* Tire Repairs
* Washing
* Simonizing

Cars Called For and
Delivered
If You Stall Call 330

e
e
e
e
e

lT H R E I N B ROS.
GULF SERVICE
11th & LINCOLN

Millikin 7-2 on the

Millikin

courts May 5.
Bill

Carter

scored the

Joe

and

Whitacre

only points for

East

ern as they won their single mat
Carter defeated Caulk 6-3
ches.
and 8-6. Joe topped Krushas 6-3,
6-3.
The match was the closest of the
year, and most of the decisions
could have fallen either way.
The summarie s :
Carter ( E ) defeated Caulk ( M )
6-3, 8-6.
Whitacre ( E ) beat Krushas ( M )
6-3, 6-3.
Lraver ( M ) defeated Sorensen
( E ) 6-4, 4-6, 6-4.
defeated Morgan
(M)
Kaiser
( E ) 6-2, 7-5.
(E)
beat Irvin
Norman ( M )
9-7, 6-4.
de
(M)
Lraver and Krushas
feated Morgan and Irvin ( E ) 7-5,
6-2.
beat
and Kaiser ( M )
Caulk
Sorensen and Carter ( E) 6-2, 6-2.

der, secretary-treasurer; and Mary
Schouten, social chairman .
Dr. Lloyd R. Burley made the
address of the evening, which was
entitled "Recreation."
The W AA song, written by Deva
Kibler , was sung by Delores Sea

man, Ruth Matherly, Helen Math
eney, an d Libby Harrington.
Juanita Williams was toast-mis
tress.
Norma Clark read a fable about
the animals' PE classes.
was decorated
The gymnasium
with a May pole and buterflies.
Attentlance at this year's ban
quet was greater than it has been
in several years.

Auto Race Opener
At New Speedway
the thrills, saw the spills, and
heard

of

new

track

as

records

the y witnessed the opening of the
Coles

Count y

Speedway

the

at

Fairgrounds last Frida y evening.
Drivers from various parts of
the country drove their racers at
speeds that brought on hoped-for
excitement, resulting in the com
plete somersault of one racer, the
collision of two others, and the
loss of a wheel by a driver making
a skidding turn on the west curve.
Interest in midget auto racing
failed to hit the heights on open
ing night---too cold for the cus
tomers and too much time wasted
between races.
But with opening
night out of the way, improvement
of event schedules is expected to
make interesting racing through
out the summer months.

SENIORS . . .
Have

Your

Portrait

for

Graduation Taken Now

Montgomery
Cleaners

R YA N ' S

Free Delivery
Phone 68

felt

persons

MORE THAN 2,500

For Finer Photographs

7 4 1 Sixth St.

Phone 598

South Side Square

THEATRE

THEATRE

I M l:tCKll �!I
..

Always the Same .
ADMISSION - 16c & 25c

MAY 16-17

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

THE FABULOUS DA YS Of 149!

Matinees Sat. and Sun.

May 16-17

S UNDAY-MONDAY

MAY 18-19

M E N SIGHED FOR
H E R B E AUTY . . .

DRY CLEANING
PRESSING

AND D I E D

PICK-UP

BE CAUSE O F IT !

DELIVERY
REPAIRING

" Try Our Work . . .

May 18- 19

SUN.-MON.

You'll Like It".

Victor Mature

BROWN & KENDALL

Linda Darnell
Henry Fonda

FOR
HOME MADE

Visit

:

to

bowed

N etmen

PANTHER

THE

PHONE 234

TA S TY
LU NCH

* Greasing

To Millikin 7-2

C LEA N E R S

and

TIME for SPRING

Netters Succu mb

FIFTY-ONE attended the
W AA
Spring banquet in the Women's
Gym Ma y 6.
presented
Miss Betty Farians
letter awards to Marilyn Bagby,
Betty Carmichael,
June Bubeck,
Hilda Dixon, Estalene Meeker, Le
ona Wente, and Marge White. Mrs.
Eloise Dickerson Sparks was not
present to receive her award.
Mary Colyer, the retiring presi
dent, formall y installed the newly
are Betty
elected officers. The y
June Bu
president;
Carmichael,
beck, vice-president; Norma Sny

2500 See Midget

LINCOLN

CA N D I E S

MOTORISTS

May 14-Tennis, Principia here.
16 a n d 1 7-Conference
May
Track, Tennis, and Golf meets at
DeKalb.

FRI.-8AT.

•

Shot Put-Won by LaRose ( EI ) ;
(EI),
Gross
F.ll�I' ( M ) , second;
Distance 45' 91h ".
(M) ;
l>iscus-Won by Bishop

WA A Letters Given
at Annual Banquet

ON

CORNER
CONFECTIONARY
TELEPHONE 81
Northeast Corner Square

.
rn

My Darling
Clementine
TUES.-WED.-TH URS.
May 20-21-22

Gene Tierney
Cornell Wilde

· · ·T H E
TYPE OF
WO M A N
MEN NEVER
FORGET I

Jeanne Crain
.
rn

Leave Her
To. Heaven

MAY 20-21
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Pa n th e rs B l a st Re d b i rds 8 - 0;
N ova k Pitc h es O n e - h i t G a m e
NORMAL
along

REDBIRDS
the

when Ted Novak
hitter at
second

in

Monday

flipped

them.

time

again fell

wayside

This
three

a

one

marks the
days

that

Normal has been stopped by No
vak and the Panthers.

The score

of Monday's tussle was 8-0.

Jack Haworth started the
ball rolling in the first inning
by getting a single and later
scoring on Leon Slovikoski's
two-bagger.
N o v a k then
helped his own cause by driv
ing in Slov with a one-baser.
In the second inning, Konitski
,
Redbird catcher, hit a long
fly to left that was labeled for
a homer but some fancy re
lay work by Benoche and Hol
ley cut him own at the plate.
This was the only hit.
In the sixth Seymour's double
behind
Alexander's
single
was
good for a run. The Panthers had
a field day in the lucky seventh.
Three singles, two Redbird errors
and a pair of walks netted five
more runs for Eastern's baseball
ers.

Novak pitched excellent ball
all the .way. He walked four
batters but struck out eight. In
no inning did Normal threaten
to score after the second. The
hitting on the part of the Pan
thers has picked up.
Slovi
koski connected on three oc
casions and Haworth and pit
cher Novak each slapped out a
pair of hits when they were
most needed.
Eastern's won-lost recor i' in the
conference

is

now

five

won

two lost.

and

Fildes Signs
for $4,200
"EDUCATI ON PAYS," is the conclusion reached b y Harold Fildes,
a senior who accepted a job offer
from the Roanoke Rapids school
superintendent at Roanoke
Rap
ids, North Carolina.
Mr. Fildes averaged $700 a year
when
teaching
rural
schools in
Richland county between 1930 and
1943. Then he entered the army.
Upon his release, he entered East
ern and will complete work toward
the B. S. in Education degree this
June. Beginning next September,
he will teach
woodworking and
printing fo r $4,200 a year.
Another conclusion Mr. Fildes
reached : "No wonder there aren't
any men teaching in
the rural
schools of Illinois."

D R. WALTER A. KLEHM, president of the Illinois Industrial
Arts association, will
attend a
board of directors meeting at the
LaSalle hotel in Chicago, May 24.
Business taken up
at a
recent
meeting in Peoria will be com
pleted.

Hoy, Wright Lead
(continued from page 1 )
Mae Sheppard w h o has the cor
responding secretary's job. She is
a commerce major, a social sci
ence m inor, belongs to Commerce
club and is on
the
Panhellenic
council.
Emily Doak from Paris is Phi

Beta student council representa
tive. She is an elementary educa
tion major and member of ACE.

Junior Cham pion
( continued from page 6 )
You, who are golfers, have spent
precious hours on the "72" and will
no doubt add many more, so make
them all count.
Age means very
little in golf, unless you are too
young or too old.
Eastern's golf course is one of
the attraction spots of Charleston;
11se it, and pick yourself a con
test to enter. There are champions
of all ages.
Girls, Marlene Bauer is 13 years
of age.

Sonnet To .
So your mind won't sway,
You're set to carry through
Never thought I'd see the day
That you'd give us Bernie's,
new-0-0-0.
But we've been crossed
And it pains to say
We know we've lost-That's why we've changed our
way.
We know that we have worthy
friends
And don't mind when your friendship ends,
But if Shirley feels that peace
depends
On a halt, then you still have
friends.
However, from our bond of
brotherhood
We separate, making us pure and
·

good.

Cologne
2.00 3.50 6.oo·
Bath Powder
1.1s·
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from Coles and Clark Coun
ties.'' in this paper he de·
scribed
one
hundred
and
seventy-five species of fern,
several of which had never be·
fore been reported in the
state of Illinois. His paper
will be published by the Acad

emy.

In
the
college section, Lyle
Knott, senior chemistry major at
Eastern, presented a
paper on
" Synthesis of Oxalic Acid from
Sawdust," Vera Scherer and Mary
Diel collaborated on "Key to the
Genera of Agaricaceae."

The Ag

aricaceae is a family of gill fungi
which

includes

mu shrooms.

